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My Analysis of Recharge’s 2023
Subscription Commerce Report
Recharge just published its annual subscription commerce report, pulling out some critical insights
from the data of over 15,000 merchants.

What I like about this report is that it breaks out the data into seven different vertical categories:
● Beauty & Personal Care
● Fashion & Apparel
● Food & Beverage
● Health & Wellness
● Home Goods
● Pets & Animals
● Other (hobby items, outdoor goods, etc.)

As well as four different active subscriber cohorts:
● 0-999 subscribers
● 1,000-9,999 subscribers
● 10,000-49,999 subscribers
● 50,000+ subscribers

The issues and trends that a 500-subscriber pet brand is experiencing versus a 75,000-subscriber
supplements company are unique, and breaking out the data into these cohorts enables us to be
more specific with our analysis and generate actionable, vertical/size-specific takeaways.

Below I highlight my biggest takeaways from the report, how you should think about them for
your business, and what it means from a larger macro perspective for the ecosystem.

Subscription KPI Trends
Prices are Skyrocketing
From June 2021 to June 2022, the Consumer Price Index saw its largest increase in the past 40
years.

This sent ripple effects throughout ecommerce. It also provides helpful background on the climate
merchants have been forced to adapt to while consumers’ budgets and needs are changing. It’s
through this lens that I analyzed the Recharge report.

But All Important Subscription KPIs saw YOY Improvements
Despite this, subscription growth continued, and there were year-over-year improvements in AOV,
LTV, MRR, customer churn, and customer retention.
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Not all growth is created equal. There are drastic differences in metric improvement depending on
vertical and subscriber count.

AOV

While it might appear that merchants have been successful in their attempts to increase AOV
(after all, it’s one of the most important levers to improve your DTC sales channel profitability
and reduce per-unit shipping costs), the AOV growth seen here follows a similar trajectory to the
US CPI, suggesting inflation was the #1 driver of the AOV increase.

By Vertical
Food & beverage, a vertical disproportionately impacted by shipping costs (especially for
cold-chain or heavier items), only saw the 4th highest YOY increase in AOV (+11%) but
maintained its lead in overall AOV at $59. It’s especially critical in F&B that AOV is high.

Home goods are the only vertical that saw a decrease in AOV (-3%) YOY.
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By Subscriber Count
Merchants with 50,000+ subscribers saw the largest YOY jump in AOV from $32 to $37 (+16%),
but this cohort is primarily dominated by stores selling low-priced replenishment products. If your
goal is to build a company with 50,000+ subscribers, larger one-time upfront purchases followed
by smaller, lightweight, easy-to-ship replenishments are the way to go.

What You Should Do
You must balance increasing AOV with high conversion and retention rates as a merchant.
Don’t just go and increase the price of your products - it’s essential to offer multiple price points
in all categories, especially during economic uncertainty. Instead, consider how you can
incentivize your customers to increase their cart value.

Free shipping and gift-with-purchase thresholds with Rebuy
Incentivize your customers to create a larger cart value by setting staged tiers to get access to
things like free shipping and gifts.

Product Bundles
As a merchant, think of unique and creative ways to bundle products together for things like a
“Welcome Kit” or use this as an opportunity to create special “Holiday Bundles” that you can
slightly discount. Product bundles not only help you increase AOV, but they can drive product
awareness for new or slow-moving inventory.
Reduction in Frequency, Up-Selling & Cross-selling
Say we have two customers:

● Customer 1: Subscribed to 1x of Product X for $40 every month
● Customer 2: Subscribed to 3x of Product X for $120 every quarter (3 months).
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Which customer would you rather have? Especially for items that are expensive to ship, you’d
obviously prefer Customer 2!

Reach out to lower AOV customers with a high subscription frequency, offering them the
opportunity to increase their quantity but reduce their frequency in exchange for something of
value.

If there’s a higher-ticket item or better version of what they’re subscribed to, up-sell them on it!

And last but not least, cross-selling a complementary “one-time add-on” product to your
subscriber is the easiest way to increase AOV. Leverage Klaviyo Quick Actions and
RechargeSMS to easily cross-sell your customers with zero friction for them.

LTV

One of the easiest ways to increase LTV? Launch a subscription program! Your brand should
have a subscription offering if the products can be eaten, consumed, worn out, etc. Any type of
replenishable product can employ a subscription model. As with AOV, the growth trajectory of
LTV tracks closely to the US CPI, suggesting inflation was the #1 driver of the LTV increases.

By Vertical
Beauty & Personal Care saw the greatest YOY increase at +25%, while home goods were the
only vertical that experienced a YOY decline. Food & Beverage is the category leader when it
comes to overall LTV.

https://support.rechargepayments.com/hc/en-us/articles/360057064714-Setting-up-Quick-Actions-in-Klaviyo
https://rechargepayments.com/rechargesms/
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By Subscriber Count
Lower-priced, replenishable subscription products are clearly popular amongst consumers and
also have a wider customer base.

What You Should Do
A strong LTV is an indicator of a thriving DTC business. It also allows you flexibility in your
cost-per-acquisition targets. The higher your LTV, the more wiggle room you have for your CPA.

Launch a Subscription Program
If you don’t already have a subscription offering, and your product is replenishable, launch one!
Subscription programs are a great way to create a differentiated experience for your loyal
customers while giving you predictable monthly revenue.

Launch a Club Experience
For some verticals or product types, a club offering in addition to a subscription program might
make sense. These work really well for food & beverage or apparel companies. I like to think of
clubs as typically being monthly or quarterly, and most often are curated by the brand based on
customer preferences or limited drops instead of customers choosing their products. The classic
example here is a wine club.

I’ll use Nocking Point’s Quarterly Wine Subscription as an example here, a Shopify Plus
merchant that is leveraging Recharge and the DRINKS App.

Customers who join the club will receive 3 bottles of wine, 1 bag of coffee, and 1 special gift
each month. The Nocking Point team curates what those products will be each quarter, and
then it’s all surprise and delight for the customer!

https://nockingpointwines.com/products/quarterly-wine-club-membership?variant=40481436598452
https://apps.shopify.com/subscription-payments?st_source=autocomplete
https://apps.shopify.com/drinks
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Memberships
Nocking Point also has membership baked into the club program, where club members get
access to a member-only shop with special pricing, club exclusive wines, $5 shipping, free
events, and a private member-only discord. This is one of the two ways to incorporate
memberships into your ecommerce strategy. You can also sell memberships individually.

Cross-Selling
Suggest complementary products to your customers based on what they’re already subscribed
to. Leverage a tool like RechargeSMS to notify your customers when their next order is coming,
and suggest that they add a product to their subscription to help increase LTV.

RechargeSMS
Increase your LTV by up to 30% with transactional SMS. I have yet to see an Electriq client
whose customer’s LTV isn’t higher when they opt-in and interact with transactional SMS versus
customers who don’t.

It might seem counterintuitive to make your subscriptions easier to manage. But every client
account I’ve ever logged into shows that customers who have “skipped” an order have a higher
LTV than customers who haven’t. Why? They’re more engaged. And doesn’t it just make sense
that an easier-to-manage subscription provides a better customer experience which ultimately
will lead to an increase in LTV? 🙂

https://rechargepayments.com/rechargesms/
https://rechargepayments.com/rechargesms/
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MRR

On average, merchants saw a 7% increase in MRR.

By Vertical
Despite being the only vertical that saw reduced AOV and LTV growth, home goods MRR grew
by 14%, suggesting that they saw a larger increase in new customers in 2022. New customers
obviously skew LTV and typically spend less on first purchases.

I’d be interested to see if Recharge has data about how many brands within each cohort of
subscriber counts increased or decreased a tier.
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By Subscriber Count
Smaller brands with less than 10,000 subscribers experienced a decrease in MRR YOY, but
10,000-49,999 subscribers (+20% YOY) and 50,000+ subscribers (+4% YOY) thrived.

Smaller brands are being hit the hardest by increased customer acquisition costs, inflation, and
the negative fundraising environment. There should be a lot of opportunities for the 10,000+
subscriber brands to start thinking about how they can get bigger by rolling up some of the
smaller brands in an acquisition.

Churn

There were seasonal spikes in churn during standard promotional periods like Valentine’s Day
and Cyber Week, but monthly customer churn rates decreased in 2022.

By Vertical
Fashion & Apparel brands experienced the highest variability in churn rates, which I think is
primarily caused by the nature of the product. Having worked with multiple “box of the month”
subscription apparel companies, at some point, customers either end up with enough clothes,
style preferences change, the seasons change, another one of their favorite brands has a
promotion, etc., that can cause churn.

By Subscriber Count
Bigger is better. Merchants with 50,000+ subscribers had the lowest and least variable churn
rates month-over-month.
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I think part of this is due to this category being dominated by lower-priced replenishment
products. Customers use these essential products frequently, and seasonality and promotional
periods are less impactful.

Beyond that, merchants with 50,000+ subscribers have a lot of data and most likely more
resources. The more data and resources you have, the easier it is to hone in on your best churn
mitigation tactics.

What You Should Do
Do NOT Have a Highly Incentivized 1st Purchase Offer or Sampling Program
I’ve yet to see a brand successfully scale on either of these low CPA advertising strategies:

● Get your First Order for X%+ off! (typically 40% or higher).
● Get a free sample; just pay S&H, which automatically enrolls into a larger subscription if

they don’t cancel.

For a high % off, you’re disincentivizing one-shot purchases. As a customer, why would I buy
the item full-priced if I can get it for 50% off? I’m just going to “subscribe” to the product and
immediately cancel, ultimately skewing your retention analytics and adding extra steps to the
customer journey.

Free samples attract bargain shopping customers and customers that might not even be your
target audience. You’ll have a customer service nightmare when customers see that a second
charge hit their credit card. And good luck dealing with all of the chargebacks you’ll get!

Cancellation Mitigation Tactics
Don’t allow your customers to cancel with one click. For example, in the subscription
management portal of Electriq’s clients, if a customer clicks cancel and then selects that the
reason is because they have too much product, we prompt them to skip their next order as
opposed to canceling!

What’s the Right Cadence?
Dig into your customer behavior data. What’s the typical reordering time frame for your one-shot
customers? What frequency options make the most sense to offer your customers? Think about
A/B testing this frequently!!!

Identify Churn Risk
What are some things that typically happen before someone churns? Proactively reach out to
these subscribers and get ahead of the problem.

Passive Churn
So many subscriptions churn because a credit card expires, charges fail, or a customer’s credit
card is just declined. At a minimum, ensure you have email and text communications to mitigate
passive churn.
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Retention
Retention is hyper-important in today’s ecommerce climate. It has never been more expensive
to acquire a customer, so you better damn well keep ‘em!

By Vertical
12-month customer retention for home goods reached 51%, while the average for all
subscription merchants was 33%.

By Subscriber Count
Not surprisingly, the larger the number of subscribers, the higher the 12-month customer
retention rate. Subscription companies with a higher 12-month customer retention rate will end
up with more subscribers.

What You Should Do
Surprise & Delight
Keep your subscribers happy! Surprise and delight them with tactics like a free gift in their
second order. Even better, create a structured program where customers are rewarded for the
amount spent or # of orders with various gifts, perks, etc.

Segment Your Subscribers & Message Them Differently
Your subscription customers should not be communicated to in the same way you communicate
with one-shot customers and non-purchasers!!! At a minimum, you need to create the following
four segments:

● Active Subscription Customers
● Canceled Subscription Customers
● One-shot Customers
● Never Purchased Contacts

Then, create separate messaging strategies for each. For example, active subscription
customers should never receive promotions that would give them a better deal if they canceled
and took advantage of the offer!!!

Winback Strategies
If your customer does cancel, ensure you have email and text communications to win them
back. Pro-tip, use Klaviyo Quick Actions to allow your canceled subscribers to reactive their
subscription with one click!

https://support.rechargepayments.com/hc/en-us/articles/360057064714-Setting-up-Quick-Actions-in-Klaviyo
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Benchmarks

Above are the Recharge benchmarks from the merchants studied in this report, so you can
contextualize your performance by vertical and subscriber count.

Here are how the metrics were calculated according to Recharge:
● AOV: Dividing gross merchandise value by total orders.
● LTV: ARPU (average revenue per user) estimates LTV using the following formula: total

revenue in a given period/number of customers in the same period.
● MRR: Dividing ARR, or the average monthly gross merchandise value from

subscriptions generated in the last 12 months, by 12.
● Churn: Median (not average) churn rate to remove any outliers.
● Retention: Percentage of customers who had an active subscription 12 months after

their subscription signup / total number of customers who purchased products 12 months
ago.
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Subscriber Behavior
Recharge pulled out some interesting insights into the following questions.

How many Subscriptions did Customers Have in 2022?
The Stats:

● 32.4% of customers were subscribers; on average, each subscriber had 1.4
subscriptions with them (no change YOY).

● 36.1% of those subscribers help subscriptions with at least one other Recharge
merchant, up from 31.3% in 2021.

● The average subscription customer held over 4 total subscriptions across 2 different
merchants, a 14% increase since 2021.

The Takeaways:
● The average number of subscriptions a customer has with a single brand hasn’t

changed, but the overall number of subscriptions across multiple merchants increased.
As customer familiarity with subscriptions increases, more and more customers are
holding subscriptions with multiple brands.

What Other Products did Customers in Each Vertical Subscribe to?
The Stats:

● Recharge found that for the vast majority of verticals, subscribers were seeking out more
subscriptions in that same vertical.

The Takeaways:
● It appears subscribers are vertically loyal! I’ve been talking about brand partnerships a

lot as a way to help acquire new customers, and this just reinforces that brands in your
vertical that don’t sell the same product might be your best ally! They have a customer
base that matches your target demographic and is already comfortable subscribing to
products in your vertical!

● Package insert swaps, order confirmation page banners, co-branded emails, free
samples, etc., are all ways to partner with other brands.

What Modifications did Subscribers Make to Their Orders?
The Stats:

● 35% of subscribers adjusted their orders at least once.
● 39% of those subscribers skipped an order vs. 32% in 2021.
● A McKinsey study showed that ¾ of customers changed their shopping behavior to

reduce spend by delaying an order or reducing the quantity of an order.
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The Takeaways:
● Skipping an order effectively reduces a customer’s annual overall spending, so the

increase in subscribers skipping an order can be seen as an increase in subscribers
attempting to reduce their overall spending.

● Customers are becoming increasingly aware of their spending habits! Flexible
subscription management that includes the ability to skip, swap, and change frequency
combined with ease of use is key to increasing LTV and retention.

● Would you rather have a customer cancel their subscription or downgrade? The answer
is a downgrade! Make sure you have easy ways for them to do so.


